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SOLID SURFACE RESTROOM COMPARTMENTSSOLID SURFACE RESTROOM COMPARTMENTSSOLID SURFACE RESTROOM COMPARTMENTSSOLID SURFACE RESTROOM COMPARTMENTS    

    

The following information should be used a guideline to preserve your 

Ampco solid surface restroom compartments. 

 

Protecting the SurfaceProtecting the SurfaceProtecting the SurfaceProtecting the Surface    

    

Solid surface  material used in your toilet partition system with 

glossy or matte surface have a non-porous solid surfacing composed of 

acrylic and/or polyesther components with an aluminum trihydrate filler.  

 

While solid surface are impervious to normal wear and moist 

environment, they can be damaged if they are subjected to extraordinary 

abuse.  Pounding directly on solid surface can result in breakage of 

material.  

 

 

Cleaning the SurfaceCleaning the SurfaceCleaning the SurfaceCleaning the Surface    

    

Matte Finishes – Use household powered cleanser or non-abrasive 

ScotchBrite pad. 

 

Glossy Finishes – Use soap and water or liquid detergent. 

 

• Do not use abrasive cleaners or rough scouring pads or steel wool Do not use abrasive cleaners or rough scouring pads or steel wool Do not use abrasive cleaners or rough scouring pads or steel wool Do not use abrasive cleaners or rough scouring pads or steel wool 

to clean solid surface finishes.  Acid and alkalineto clean solid surface finishes.  Acid and alkalineto clean solid surface finishes.  Acid and alkalineto clean solid surface finishes.  Acid and alkaline----based solutions based solutions based solutions based solutions 

such as drain cleaners, chlorine bleach, metal cleaners, and oven such as drain cleaners, chlorine bleach, metal cleaners, and oven such as drain cleaners, chlorine bleach, metal cleaners, and oven such as drain cleaners, chlorine bleach, metal cleaners, and oven 

cleaners will permcleaners will permcleaners will permcleaners will permanently damage solid surface and should not be anently damage solid surface and should not be anently damage solid surface and should not be anently damage solid surface and should not be 

allowed to come into contact with solid surfaces.  allowed to come into contact with solid surfaces.  allowed to come into contact with solid surfaces.  allowed to come into contact with solid surfaces.      

 

 

If you have any questions regarding the care and cleaning of your solid 

surface toilet partition systems, please feel free to give us a call. 


